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ABSTRACT 
Lexis gap amongst health inquirers and community generated knowledge in health forums has hampered data access. Bridging the 
gap between what online health seekers with infrequent signs need and what busy clinicians with biased knowledge can deal is of 
greater importance. The information needs of health seekers with their manifested symptoms are to be analysed first to get a 
competent result. There exists a dire need of proposing effective solutions to filter all the relevant data among the huge pool of 
disorganized health related data for health seekers to select the most suitable fact among the available collection. This paper 
presents a method to minimize the disparity between health seekers and providers using a unique deep learning scheme which 
infers the possible diseases from the health seekers’ query. It encompasses of two noteworthy constituents that globally mine the 
medical signatures from raw features and then, the raw features and their signatures are given as input to subsequent layers. The 
developed model acts as an automatic and comprehensive wellness system that can instantaneously answer all-round queries of 
health seekers and alleviate the doctors’ workload. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The computerisation of illness analysis structure is emerging, ever since all medical data were made simply 

available. The methods of attaining evidence to identify a possible reason of patient’s crucial symptoms from all 

other possible causes of the symptom are known as medical diagnosis. Data mining methods applied in several 

application fields like e-business, marketing, health care and retail have directed to its application in other 

industries and sectors. Data mining is a method of scrutinizing data from varied perceptions and summarizing it 

into expedient facts. Numerous organizations are accumulating massive and growing amounts of data in diverse 

presentations and different databases. It tries to study patterns in vast volume of data sets. The objective of this 

procedure is to mine patterns, relations, and statistically substantial structures from large amount of data. 

Further, the mined results should be useable, novel, beneficial, and understandable. The task of text mining is to 

either automatically or semi-automatically study large quantities of data to extract previously unknown 

remarkable patterns [10]. Text-mining programs go in advance, by classifying information, constructing links 

between isolated documents and providing visual maps. 
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The Knowledge mining in health archives is a strategic facet for better-quality clinical decision making, and 

patient supervision, populace administration etc. Augmented internet expertise in health seeking assures towards 

better data aggregation, automated requesting, updating, and clinical development etc. [2]. The huge amount of 

facts they capture over time pose encounters not only for medical practitioners, but also for the statistics analysis 

by machines and local users they are envisioned to get fulfilled with their necessity. Medical text mining has 

prodigious potential for discovering the hidden outlines in the data sets of the medical field. These patterns can 

be employed for clinical analysis. But the available raw medical facts are extensively in the form of spread in 

nature and outsized. These data need to be accumulated in a systematized pattern. Medical diagnosis is observed 

as a chief yet multifaceted assignment that desires to be completed precisely and competently.  

The medical QA scheme is able to reply medical queries permitting to universal question nomenclature. 

Compared to keyword-based search systems, it extremely eases the communication amid human and computer 

by normally affirming user’s purpose in basic stretches. QA’s performance is hampered by complex natural 

language processing (NLP) trials. The system take input as, a natural language query and yield an accurate 

verses that provide the replies. Question answering forums appeal the attention of both patients and clinicians. 

The patients are provided with a rapidly and trusted reply for simple as well as composite health concerns. 

Generally, the community laid content, may not be directly obtainable because of the medical verbose gap. 

Automatically coding of medical records is immensely desired using standardized terminologies. This paper 

summarizes methods to normalize medical verbose in order to curtail the gap among health inquirer and 

provider.  

A recommender system uses data mining techniques along with prediction algorithms to accomplish the 

task of providing recommendations. The proposed work focuses on providing a comprehensive model of the 

recommender systems in healthcare. The developed recommender system facilitates the users in inferring the 

disease, and provides precise solution to their health issues. The main aim of this paper is to line up and 

accentuate the state the prominence of exploratory analytics that are commensurate with human capabilities and 

constraints along with updates of existing exploratory data. We put forward a deep learning architecture that 

determines multifarious medical attributes, medical signatures and its corresponding matching forms, which are 

certainly understandable by users.  

 

1. Literature Review: 

Nie et al., [8] have presented their effort to deter the lexis gap among health inquirers and suppliers which 

deferred the cross system inter-operability. Most of the prevailing health care providers establish and code the 

medical records by hand. There is an emergent concern to progress automated approaches for medical jargon 

assignment. Local mining and global learning methods are conjointly exploited. Local mining targets to locally 

code the health registers by mining the medical concepts from discrete record and then mapping them to 

lexicons based on the exterior legitimate terminologies. 

A framework presented in [8] holds noun phrase mining, medical prototype recognition and normalization. 

Global learning acquires mislaid key insights and broadcasts exact jargons in the midst of underlying connected 

records over a large collection. Global learning enhances the local medical coding via collaboratively 

discovering missing key terminologies and analyzes the social neighbors.  

From [8], the existing methods can be categorized into two kinds: rule based and machine learning tactics. 

Rule-based approaches play a vital part in medical terms assignments. The approach is mainly related to 

empirical loss function which forces the relevance probability. It lacks in learning about the diverse signs. They 

determine and form operative rules by building robust uses of the syntactic, semantic and precise facets of 

natural dialectology. The benefits of the work proposed by L. Nie et al.,[8]  is that it can automatically codes 

medical records with standardized terminologies and also it reduces the time taken for the posted question to be 

resolved. 

Searching for medical evidence on the internet has become exceedingly widespread, but it is leftover as a 

puzzling task because searchers are often unclear about their exact medical situations and unaware with medical 

lexis. To address this defying problem, Gang Luo and Chunqiang Tang [4] have built an intelligent medical web 

search engine called iMed, which uses medical knowledge and a collaborative questionnaire to aid searchers 

form queries. It focuses on iMed’s iterative search advisor, which assimilates medical and linguistic information 

to help health seekers recover exploration results iteratively.  

Dongqing Zhu and Ben Carterette [1] in this paper have put forward a medical record exploration scheme 

which is beneficial for recognizing cohorts’ essential in medical studies. In specific, a query-adaptive weighting 

method that can dynamically cumulate and score evidence in manifold medical reports of each patient. Cross-

validation results are used to demonstrate that the weighting method is enhanced than a fixed-weighting 

technique across several assessment metrics.  

Yepes and Berlanga [6] intended a method to yield word-concept prospects from a Knowledge Base (KB) 

that benefits as a foundation for numerous text mining works which not only takes into interpretation the core 

forms within the explanations surrounded in the Knowledge Base (KB) but also those in texts offered from vast 
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unlabeled corpora such as MEDLINE. This scheme achieves a sophisticated degree of accuracy than other state-

of-the-art approaches when projected on the MSH WSD data set.  

Knowledge base utilized in [6] empowers huge quantity of machine learning methods for diverse number of 

text mining jobs. The practices include word concept probabilities assessment on WSD (Word Sense 

Disambiguation) and document ranking that is derived from cross entropy between the word concepts and word 

concept model. The supervised approaches are not useful for large scale biomedical text mining systems 

whereas a KB-based process do not have this limitation. The predominant data in MEDLINE is used to produce 

a structure with improved performance. These models are integrated into Information Retrieval (IR) language 

models to resolve ambiguity and also improve both Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) and document ranking 

with respect to state-of-the-art methods. 

Frunza et al., [3] have recommended a mode to spread healthcare facts and comprehend the semantic 

relations that exist between diseases and treatments. As a categorization procedure, illustrative models such as: 

decision-based models probabilistic models (Naive Bayes (NB) and Complement Naive Bayes (CNB), adaptive 

learning (AdaBoost), a linear classifier (SVM) is utilized.  

Liqiang Nie et al., [7] have put forward a model to analyse the patient posted enquiries which extracts 

corpus recognizant medical lexicons from those raw features. The symptoms given in the query are discretely 

matched with a disease at preliminary level. It results in inferring various diseases for the manifested signals. 

Correspondingly at descendant levels, combinations of symptoms are checked to predict the disease. This 

augments the level of accuracy in inferring the disease. 

The methods specified in [8], processes community generated a health record which is more informal, in 

terms of inconsistency, difficulty and indistinctness, which pose challenges for data access and analytics. 

Diverse signs were over and over again not sufficiently exploited. Fully programmed QA model proffered in [7] 

lacks in viewing complex inquiries and the knowledgeable syntactic, semantic and relative handling to generate 

replies. Automated method cannot achieve results that are as good as those generated by human intelligence. It 

also suffers from the exercise of timely retrieval of responses from a large databank which results in decrease of 

competence.  

The technique proposed in [1] lacks in enhancement which is not statistically significant. The performance 

potential could be improved only when more test collections are available. This paper has various downsides as 

it has no negation handling mechanism. One particular problem in search is how to aggregate and score 

evidence that disseminates across many documents which is because a patient can have numerous medical 

reports generated from several hospital departments or even from different tests within a single department. 

Our work presents a deep learning technique that relies on signature mining approach which at preliminary 

level equates the symptoms discretely with a disease. Correspondingly at descending levels, combination of 

numerous signs is checked to predict the disease. The approaches extended in this paper provides a well-

organized way to handle voluminous unstructured community generated data which adequately restrains the 

inconsistency amongst health seeker and provider that ascends due to medical verbose. The prototype overtakes 

the methods practiced in [1] by the increasing the levels of scrutinization in signature mining. This shows 

competent results when compared to previously used tactics by precisely inferring the disease and generating a 

remedy for the illness identified.  For the ease of health seekers, with minimal symptoms of a disease could post 

only their symptoms and get the answer at the third level of signature mining itself, instead of having a need to 

check higher levels. It delivers improved unsupervised feature erudition from an extensive array of syndromes. 

 

2. Proposed Work: 

This work proposes a novel scheme of concluding the syndrome from the user posted question by mining 

medical terms from the raw features and providing a competent solution/remedy to disease being recognized. 

The inter-dependent medical characteristics are called signatures. The model first examines the health seeker 

posted queries. Then it extracts the corpus aware medical jargons from those raw features. It is called as 

“signature mining”. This method assists multiple levels of inspecting that check the medical lexicons with one 

symptom at first level, then with two symptoms at level 2, and as well escalates the number of symptoms in 

descending levels. This increases the proficiency in outlining the conclusion i.e. the inference of illness exactly 

and delivers a remedy to the diagnosed syndrome. This work shows tactics for distinguishing medical 

relationships and limits the disparities between online health seeker and provider. The medical verbosity 

disparity between online health seeker and the provider are restricted by using text mining approaches to 

augment solutions in community based health care structures that shows a prodigious performance growth. The 

extended assessments on a real world dataset corroborate that the system is competent to yield promising 

performance when equated to the earlier measures. The widespread approach is unsupervised and embraces 

potential to deal with the large-scale data. 
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Result Analysis: 

The following inquiry is an example of health seeker posed query which contains numerous symptoms of 

the ailment. The health seeker posted query is classified into three categories, namely (1) Disease diagnosed, ask 

for supplemental information; (2) Currently healthy; ask for prevention; and (3) Disease undiagnosed; ask for 

possible diseases of their manifested signals. 

 

 
Fig. 1: On analysing and classifying the user posted question into three categories. 

 

The similarity measure for level III is being calculated, this assists in estimating queries with fewer 

symptoms.  

 
 

Fig. 2: Level I, II and III with the similarity measure. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: The disease with highest similarity measure in Level III is displayed below with the exact medical term 

and remedies. 

 

At Level IV and level V only few diseases are being demonstrated that shows the developed system is able 

to examine the symptoms through various levels and generate a similarity measure based on level 5 scrutiny. 

 
 

Fig. 4: Level IV and V 
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The illustrated disease are further ranked based on the highest level of similarity measure i.e. the one with 

highest similarity value is given as a result to the user posted query with a remedy (medication). 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Remedy Based On the Similarity Measure 

 

The developed prototype is capable of deducing the disease precisely, which is evident from the above table 

that the number of signs is tested as a combination of symptoms in order to predict the disease accurately. The 

amount of medical lexis inferred at each level decreases, which indicates that the proposed system is able to 

construct a hierarchy of extracting the medical lexis by checking the combination between the symptoms at each 

level. At the level 5, the number of disease inferred are equated to the highest similarity measure and one with 

the maximum value is concluded as the ailment and a medication is given for the deduced disorder. 

 

Conclusion: 

This paper primarily accomplished a study to know the requisites of health seeker. It then displayed a 

profound learning plan that is equipped to collect the probable disorders given the inquiries of health seekers. In 

this way, it is generalizable and adaptable as it delivers the discernments of community based health services. It 

correspondingly deals with a sparsely coupled cavernous learning structure that aids to infer the possible 

diseases given the inquiries of health seekers. This structure is created by means of alternative signature mining 

and pre-training in an augmented way. It licenses unsupervised feature learning from wide-ranging choice of 

disease types. By proficient practice of signature mining tactic, the established prototype takes only a smaller 

amount of computation time to produce replies to health inquirers queries. Thus the proffered method affords an 

instantaneous response to the queries of health seekers’ by inferring the disease exactly and generating a remedy 

to it. 
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